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We report the first observation of nonresonant excess photon absorption (for ionization as well
as detachment) in competition with the single photon process. A 35 keV negative hydrogen ion
beam is irradiated with focused Nd:YAG laser pulses; the 1.165 eV photon energy exceeds the
electron binding energy by 0.41 eV. The time of flight spectrum of detached electrons exhibits
the absorption of one and two photons. The detached electrons exit with aP wave angular
distribution for the one-photon detachment and primarily aD wave for the two photon excess photon
detachment. [S0031-9007(97)02313-2]

PACS numbers: 32.80.Gc, 32.80.Wr
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As is well known, multiphoton ionization occurs whe
an atom absorbs multiple photons and ejects an electr
Furthermore, atoms and ions can absorb photons bey
the minimum number necessary to eject an electron. T
process, whose signature is an electron bearing exc
energy from absorbing more than the minimum numb
of photons, is known as above threshold ionization (AT
[1] in atoms, and as excess photon detachment (EPD)
equivalently, above threshold detachment (ATD) [2–4]
negative ions.

Early observations of EPD used photons with energ
well below the ion binding energy [2–4]. Studies usin
photons above the binding energy are hampered by
strong one-photon detachment. Previously, the absorp
of a second photon in this regime was observed only wh
enhanced by an intermediate “window” resonance [5]
final state resonance [6]. This work describes the fi
observation of EPD with photon energy above the bindi
energy without resonance enhancement in the nega
hydrogen ion, H2.

H2 is a fundamentally interesting system for th
study of EPD since it is the simplest bound three-bo
Coulombic system, has no singly excited Rydberg leve
and, consequently, differs from neutral atoms in electr
photo-ejection dynamics. There are no stepping ston
(either bound states nor resonance in the region un
consideration), and the long range final state field is th
of an induced dipole rather than that of a monopole. T
electron has a binding energy of 0.7542 eV [7], and t
broadly peaked absorption continuum is featureless be
the onset of detachment resonances near 11 eV. Prev
multiphoton detachment measurements on H2 with laser
energies below the binding energy were not sensitive
the EPD process [8]. Prior to this work, EPD in H2

had been reported only in resonance with the lowest lyi
(1D) two-photon resonance near 10.87 eV [6].

We observed nonresonant EPD in H2 with the ab-
sorption of two photons of energy 1.165 eV. Th
656 0031-9007y97y78(9)y1656(4)$10.00
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regime is particularly interesting because the on
and two-photon energies are not near any interm
diate or final state resonances. The photon ener
lies near the maximum [9] of the single photon ab
sorption continuum, well beyond the threshold. Th
principal experimental obstacle is that single photo
detachment depletes the ions before they can reach
intense field region where nonlinear processes occ
appreciably. Nevertheless, we resolved two-photon EP
photoelectrons in the energy spectrum resulting fro
a fast, high current, ion source [10] directed through
focused laser beam. An alternative approach to quick
raise the photon field intensity would be to use a picose
ond laser [11] with a slow moving H2 beam.

As diagramed in Fig. 1, an ion beam crosses a las
beam at a right angle, and the kinetic energy distributio
of the ejected electrons is recorded. In the ion beam re
frame, the detached electrons acquire a kinetic ener
Te  Nhn 2 Eb, where N is the number of photons
absorbed,hn is the photon energy, andEb is the electron
binding energy. Although the electrons are ejected

FIG. 1. The negative hydrogen ion beam passes through
cylindrically focused laser beam. A half-wave plate rotate
the polarization angle. The kinetic energy spectrum of th
detached electrons is determined from the time of flight throug
the magnetic solenoid bottle to the MCP.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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all directions, a magnetic field bends and collimate
them along the time-of-flight (TOF) tube axis so tha
in the laboratory frame, the electron kinetic energy
approximately

Tlab  T0 1 Te 1 2
p

T0Te cosu , (1)
where T0  my

2
0y2, with m, the electron mass,y0, the

ion beam velocity, andu, the angle at which the electron
is ejected with respect to the ion beam axis [12]. If th
ion is initially with zero angular momentum, as it is in
our experiment (H2 in its only bound state,1Se), and the
laser is linearly polarized at an angleF with respect to
the ion beam axis, one can derive an expression for t
differential arrival time cross section after a flight distanc
d in the TOF tube [6,13],

ds

dt


1
p

TeT0

md2

t3

s

4
fsu, Fd, (2)

and

fsu, Fd  1 1

NX
k1

b2kP2kscosudP2kscosFd, (3)

where P2ks d are Legendre polynomials. Equation (3
arises from the addition theorem of Legendre polynom
als, averaging over the azimuthal angle. We seek to d
termine the anisotropy of the electron angular distributio
given by theb2k coefficients.

The experimental setup is essentially the same
in Ref. [6] with changes to the laser source. The io
source provides an H2 beam with 8 mA instantaneous
current in pulses of 100 ns duration at 5 Hz and a
ion energy of 35 keV. Since transient spikes and h
spots in multimode laser beams may impede reliab
modeling of multiphoton processes [14], we use a
injection seeded Nd:YAG laser to provide a single mod
pulse with a smooth, reproducible temporal profile havin
a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 11 ns. The
laser and ion beams intersect near the maximum fie
(0.3 T) of the permanent magnet; the divergent magne
field adiabatically aligns and expands the photoelectr
trajectories into the throat of the TOF magnetic bottle
The laser beam is tightly focused by a cylindrical len
to a 13 mm (FWHM) thick sheet perpendicular to the
ion beam. The sheet height (FWHM) matches the 1 m
diameter of the ion beam. Traveling at 0.86% the spe
of light, each ion transits the laser diameter in,5 ps. The
photoelectron transient is time resolved by a microchann
plate (MCP) detector at the end of the 1.2 m lon
solenoid flight tube. A magnetic coil trims out the Earth’
magnetic field transverse to the TOF tube. The signal
averaged for 1000 laser pulses using a digital oscillosco
with a time resolution of 2.5 ns. The instrument respon
time, limited by the laser pulse width, space charg
repulsion, and nonideal magnetic collimation, is found t
be approximately 20 ns by convolving Eq. (2) to fit th
one-photon detached electron TOF distribution.

We examined the laser power dependence of the yie
of one- and two-photon processes. The single phot
s
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electron yield initially increases linearly with the lase
irradiance and eventually saturates due to target ion d
pletion. The two-photon detached electron yield has
varying power law dependence that falls just below lin
ear at the operating laser irradiance. Our rate equati
model indicates that the observed power law dependen
of the two-photon detachment process can be explain
by the severe ion depletion due to the single photon d
tachment process in the high power region of the las
pulse. The predicted yield (cross sections from Ref. [18
is overlaid on the two-photon power dependence in Fig.
Related studies variously attribute nonquadratic behav
to quantum interference effects from multiple detachme
channels [15], incomplete overlap of the laser focus an
the ion cloud [16], competition by other process [14], an
partial saturation of the photodetachment probability [17
Since our electrons are generated predominantly in a s
gle orbital angular momentum state (as discussed belo
we expect that interference is a weak effect and our she
focus geometry assures the overlap of the ion and las
beams. We conclude that the depletion of the two-photo
detachment probability due to the strong single photon a
sorption plays the major role in our case. We emphasi
that depletion does not represent a corruption of the me
surement process; in particular, it should not affect th
energy or angular distribution of the one- and two-photo
photoelectrons.

The angular distribution of the ejected electrons
not isotropic. Since the initial state of the ion and th
final state of the neutral atom are both anS orbital,
the angular momentum of the absorbed photons mu
be transferred to the orbital angular momentum of th
ejected electron about the neutral atom. This angul
momentum maps into the angular velocity distributio
of the electron. In this case, as reflected in Eq. (3
the dipole selection rule for the single photon absorptio
requires aP wave (b2  2) angular distribution in the
center of mass frame, while the two-photon absorptio
should produce a coherent superposition between anS
and a D wave distribution. The branching ratio and

FIG. 2. Two-photon yield versus peak laser irradiance. Th
squares are the calculated yield using rate equations for
competing one- and two-photon processes. Cross sections w
taken from Ref. [18]. The curves were normalized for best fi
1657
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phase angle of the scattering through theS and D
channels arises from the photodetachment dynamics.

In the ion rest frame, the electron distributions ar
monoenergetic and cylindrically symmetric about the las
polarization axis. In the laboratory rest frame, electron
ejected along the ion beam direction travel faster an
arrive at the detector sooner than those ejected coun
to the ion beam direction. Thus the TOF spectrum
the photodetached electrons reflects their ion center
mass angular distribution. Consequently, theb2 and b4
values which characterize the branching ratio and angu
distribution can be inferred from the TOF spectrum take
at a particular laser polarization angleF. By measuring
the spectrum for many values ofF we establish the
validity of our inference and reveal any systematic effect
The distribution inu can be related to our TOF time
e lower
height
to the

ely.
d to the
FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the TOF signal for (a) single photon and (b) two-photon detached photoelectrons. Th
plots show three typical electron arrival time distributions corresponding to three polarization angles. In the top plot, the
of the leading peak in the arrival time distribution is plotted as a function of polarization angle. The solid line (normalized
data at0±) is the expected behavior for a pureP andD wave angular distribution for the one- and two-photon yield, respectiv
Because the two-photon data were taken with a different length flight tube there is a 2% offset in the arrival time reference
one photon data.
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profile through Eqs. (2) and (3) and the relation,

cosu 
med2y2t2 2 sTe 1 T0d

2
p

TeT0
. (4)

We scan polarization angle,F, with a half-wave plate
and at each angle record the TOF of the detach
electrons. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the lower half sho
typical arrival time distributions for three values ofF.
Since the one- and two-photon arrival time distributio
overlap partially, the weaker two-photon distribution
detectable only at its leading edge. Despite this mask
we can still extract the anisotropy parameters in Eq. (3)
comparing different polarization angles. The leading ed
of the two-photon signal is displayed in Fig. 3(b); th
rising signal visible at arrival times after 380 ns marks t
onset of the overlap with the strong one-photon signal.
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the polarization angle changes, the time profile change
both shape and amplitude. We tabulated the height of
leading peak at each polarization angle in the top half
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) to illustrate this amplitude variation.

The branching ratio of theS and D wave ejection
processes is computed from fits to the temporal profi
The process appears to branch at least90% 6 10% into
the D wave. Our stated errors bars depend upon
assumed phase of theS and D waves. If the relative
phase angle isp, as predicted by theory (discussed belo
then the fraction ofS appears to be less than 10%, b
if the plane wave theory is in error so that the relati
phase angle is closer to zero then we cannot rule
a production ofS as high as 20%. The phase ang
between theS and D waves is too covariant with the
branching ratio to be conclusively determined from o
data. This uncertainty is due to systematic distortions
our signal inadequately accounted for in our model (m
likely longitudinal space charge repulsion).

For a light atom, where the interaction of the outgoi
electron with the residual core is minimal, theoretic
calculations using the plane wave approximation ha
shown quantitative agreement with previous experime
[19]. In the plane wave approximation [20,21], th
relative phases of the different angular momentuml)
amplitudes differ bypDly2, so that, in our case, theS
andD wave channels should have an interference angl
p [21]. References [2,21] have shown that near thresh
the fraction of population in the lower angular momentu
states declines with increasing excess energy, and
report good agreement with the Wigner law [22] (whic
predicts that near threshold the cross section will sc
as T

l11y2
e ). If the law holds far from threshold, then i

predicts very littleS-state production [23]. Collins and
Merts [24] (momentum-space method) as well as Teln
and Chu [25] (Floquet method) predict that, at the pho
energy and laser intensities in our experiment, theD state
dominates in the two-photon detachment state; Teln
and Chu [25] predict greater than 90%D wave angular
population. Our experimental results appear to confi
these theoretical predictions.

We have observed nonresonant excess photon det
ment of the negative hydrogen ion with photons of ener
greatly exceeding the binding energy. More genera
this is the first observation of nonresonant excess pho
absorption in competition with the single-photon proce
Even though the one-photon absorption process seve
depleted the ions penetrating to the most intense reg
of the laser focus, we observed nonresonant EPD fr
a two-photon absorption. The inferred angular distrib
tion of the electrons indicates a strong preference for aD,
rather than anS, detachment channel.
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